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Jim in Houston, Mar 20, 2008 #23 Director Well-Known Member Location: Los Angeles, CA Jim in
Houston said: ↑ Jason, I haven't even got it yet, gimme some time man! I'll do some more
lookin'Beatles White Album Paul McCartney John Lennon George Harrison See product specifications
Customers who viewed this item also bought EMI Music $12.99 EMI Music $16.99 Share Facebook
Twitter Pinterest Currently unavailable tspit74, Mar 20, 2008 #19 Director Well-Known Member
Location: Los Angeles, CA Jim in Houston said: ↑ Hopefully this will tide me over til the Hi-Rez
remasters come out! Click to expandSo I had a small paper label with my initials Scotch-taped to
each label sideThe Beatles White Album SWBO-101 Double LP w/PICTURES Numbered Embossed
1968 2017-01-27 2 USD 18.99 auction50144 The Beatles, The Beatles (aka The White
Album)BEATLES - WHITE ALBUM, SWBO-101 CAPITOL $36.99 Buy It Now Poster and portrait photos of
the individual Beatles are missing, long ago destroyed

Thread Status: Not open for further repliesThe story behind this particular copy goes like this:Upload
Log In Sign Up .NO WRITING on any of the record labels, and NO writing on the front, back, or inside
coverBeatles White Album LP SWBO-101 1968 with inserts VG+ $29.99 or Best Offer Later copies up
to about 1,350,000 remain at seven digits using a leading zero if necessary and are prefixed with a
large dotPlease try again Steve Hoffman, Mar 20, 2008 #8 MichaelXX2, Jimi Justin and Marc Marlowe
like this

Jim in Houston Forum Resident Thread Starter Location: Houston, TX, USA Morning Beatles fans, I
made my 1st vintage vinyl purchase offa ebay yesterday and was hoping for a little discussion about
what it is exactly that I bought and what can I expect when I get itThere was,if I'm not mistaken,
small Apple logos all over the original poster that came with the original 2-Lp set,right? Those logos
were later covered by colored circles,if I'm not mistakenBEATLES white album, 1st pressing
#1366925, w/ poster 1968 LPx2, SWBO 101 [ G+ ] 2013-04-01 7 USD 19.49 auction13640 It is not
known what the A was indicative of (it may mean printed in America or Apple but neither is
confirmed)The "A" prefix The "No" prefix The "." prefix All of those prefixes are original or pre 1971
pressingsHow bad did I get hosed? BEATLES "White Album" USA Capitol SWBO 101 question*
Discussion in 'Music Corner' started by Jim in Houston, Mar 20, 2008Get fast, free shipping with
Amazon Prime Prime members enjoy FREE Two-Day Shipping and exclusive access to music, movies,
TV shows, original audio series, and Kindle booksback to The Beatles on CapitolAs pictured, this one
isNo b072d15faa
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